photorespiration are a drain on crop dry-weight production was dropped by crop physiologists many years ago.
Genomics, proteomics and metabolomics may increase our understanding of the regulation of different physiological processes and mechanisms of resistance to stress, but they do not show us the bigger picture. A recognition of the balance and interactions between genotype, environment and management is the intelligent solution to feeding the growing global population. We do not properly understand the effects of technology on the evolution of the systems on which we all depend. To take on global challenges such as climate change, growing urbanization and loss of biodiversity, we need to build a new science community that will explore common themes in natural, artificial and social systems.
John R. Porter
The Santa Fe Institute in New Mexico, founded 25 years ago by scientists to create new sciences from combinations of the old, has changed science and technology by investigating how simple building blocks interact, from molecules to single cells to ecological systems to human communities. Singapore is developing a similar institute and so is Japan. They have caught on to the idea that today's world needs sciences recast for the future. They are investing in it. Europe is not -at least, not enough.
The Institute Para Limes, in doesburg, the Netherlands, follows the Santa Fe model and symbolizes the quintessence of the European Union (EU): a community without boundaries, national or disciplinary. It is endorsed by scientists, by leaders of the national science academies, by some companies and by highranking EU officials. They recognize that such a community cannot be built from within universities organized along disciplinary lines, or from institutes that serve national interests.
But this community is caught between two systems for funding research. In one, the EU pursues its goals through huge, bureaucratic Framework programmes -the seventh programme's budget is €53.2 billion (US$72.4 billion) over seven years. Common interest is all, with no support for initiatives in individual member states. In the other system, member states use public money to pursue their own goalsjustified, in their view, by their payment of the EU's annual fee.
The yearly budget for the Institute Para Limes will be between €6 million and €10 million -too small on the EU scale to stimulate bureaucratic interest, but large enough on a national scale to be in competition with established institutes. Independent funding is urgently needed. We call on entrepreneurs, company executives, private foundations and visionary individuals for support.
Only then can we build on the institute's early promise and deliver a better understanding of systems that humanity needs for adequate food, energy, water and health without causing damage to the environment. 
Jan

